PDS and Deltek Costpoint Manufacturing: A Perfect Match!

Need visibility into manufacturing costs at the project level?

PDS implements and supports manufacturers working on government contracts with Deltek Costpoint Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software. Costpoint's integrated manufacturing solutions combine project accounting, material, inventory, purchasing and supply chain management into one scalable, secure, government compliant solution transforming the field in business intelligence. Get in touch to learn more!

Here are the top five benefits firms like yours enjoy from implementing ERP:

- **Digitizing Manufacturing Operations**
  Digitize your shop floor by leveraging a full suite of features geared specifically toward materials management and advanced manufacturing. And take full advantage of manufacturing resource planning (MRP) tools such as a master production schedule, action messages, recommendations and project planning algorithms.

- **Real-time Business Intelligence**
  Gain deep visibility into your organization with reports and customizable dashboards. Be better equipped to spot and leverage trends with the solution’s AI assistant. Review information by organization, project type, project profit or project manager to comprehend costs, develop opportunities and forecast future demand.

- **Enhanced Material Planning & Scheduling**
  Establish a concrete understanding of current inventory levels, accurately forecast future sales and establish optimized production and purchasing schedules. Automate key aspects of the procurement process to minimize manual data entry and cut cycle times. And build better vendor relationships by facilitating secure and efficient business transactions.

- **Manufacturing Quality Control**
  Leverage deep data insights and ISO9001 support to verify material, product and service conformance. Further improve quality control with mandated inspections and traceable inventory.

- **Overall GovCon Compliance**
  Stay DCAA compliant and meet complex contract requirements with a web-based time and expense system. Maximize your business opportunities while comprehensively tracking your costs – including direct and indirect costs, accounting costs, billing costs and labor costs.

Get In Touch to Learn More!
**Deltek Costpoint is the best-in-breed solution for your ERP needs**

Our partner Deltek's industry-leading ERP solution, Costpoint, has a long and proven track record in delivering these benefits to manufacturing companies of all sizes - ultimately helping these organizations find new efficiencies and accelerate business growth. Some key features include:

1. **Materials management, advanced manufacturing, and MRP capabilities**
2. **Compliance and audit support with DCAA, FAR, CAS, DCMA & ASC**
3. **Customizable dashboards and industry-specific reports**
4. **Automation for time and expense reporting**
5. **Expedited invoicing tools**
6. **Modernized procurement features**
7. **Subcontractor management functionality for improved accuracy**
8. **Centralized access to people, projects and financial information**

**Partner with PDS for maximum value**

PDS is an award-winning Deltek Premier Partner for Deltek Costpoint Finance & Accounting ERP, specializing in materials management and advanced manufacturing. Leveraging the full potential of your Costpoint investment to deliver a gold standard environment supporting industry best practices. Fluent in all aspects of DCAA Compliance and security; for more than two decades PDS has prepared countless clients for successful, worry-free audits. PDS is an AWS partner and the only Deltek Premier Partner offering AWS GovCloud ITAR Fed Space hosting of Costpoint, iBASEt Solumina, TIPQA and other addon products. From detailed design sessions, innovative system configurations to robust training PDS provides support in every aspect of your Costpoint ERP. Our team is comprised of GovCon professionals, offering deep, practical industry knowledge. We provide expert project management ensuring that implementations and migrations are always delivered on time and within budget. At PDS, we understand the value of your work and are deeply invested in your success.
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